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ABSTRACT
Computer scientists have responded to the high prevalence of inaccurate political information online by creating systems that identify and flag false claims. Warning users of inaccurate information as it is displayed has obvious appeal, but it also poses risk. Compared to post-exposure corrections, real-time corrections may cause users to be more resistant to factual information. This paper presents an experiment comparing the effects of real-time corrections to corrections that are presented after a short distractor task. Although real-time corrections are modestly more effective than delayed corrections overall, closer inspection reveals that this is only true among individuals predisposed to reject the false claim. In contrast, individuals whose attitudes are supported by the inaccurate information distrust the source more when corrections are presented in real time, yielding beliefs comparable to those never exposed to a correction. We find no evidence of real-time corrections encouraging counterargument. Strategies for reducing these biases are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Inaccurate information is notoriously common on the web [49, 50]. Hundreds of false or unsubstantiated claims on a host of topics, from the link between vaccines and autism to the birthplace of the President, can be found in seconds using a search engine or by perusing relevant blogs. Political misperceptions—beliefs about candidates and issues that are not supported by the best available evidence—are particularly prevalent. Survey data indicate that the more people rely on the Internet for political news, especially partisan blogs, the more false rumors they encounter [16]. This is perhaps unsurprising: the Internet is a unique communication medium, characterized by its broad reach, high speed, low cost, and by the persistence of posted information. Taken together, these attributes give voice to individuals and groups who might otherwise lack the necessary resources to share their beliefs publicly, and this exposure can grant false claims an air of legitimacy [23, 49].

There are several mechanisms that animate the flow and acceptance of misinformation [25]. Sometimes inaccurate beliefs result from a misunderstanding or a failure of memory; at other times, they are the product of politically motivated deception. Whatever their source, though, people tend to hold on to inaccurate beliefs, especially when they are consistent with their world view [25] or when they provide an explanation for an otherwise puzzling phenomenon [47]. Even individuals who strive to be impartial and who have no political axe to grind tend to be biased in their response to corrections by virtue of the mental shortcuts that they use when evaluating new information [46]. Fortunately, however, given sufficient evidence, even the most biased audiences can be moved to reject falsehoods [44].

In response to the prevalence of online misinformation, researchers have begun crafting systems designed to help people make sense of the vast array of competing claims. These systems employ a diverse array of techniques, but they share a common goal: to help users distinguish between truth and falsehoods. Of particular interest here are systems such as Dispute Finder [14], which attempt to present corrections to inaccurate information in real time. The appeal of real-time corrections is self-evident: if we can identify or correct a false statement when the user first encounters it, it is at least plausible that we could limit its influence by preventing its acceptance and further dissemination.

This paper concerns the theoretical assumptions on which systems providing real-time corrections are premised. Specifically, it describes an experimental test of the effectiveness of this approach when correcting inaccurate political information. Despite its obvious appeal, psychological theory suggests that real-time correction might not be as effective as it at first appears. There are numerous reasons to think that a system presenting corrections alongside an inaccurate statement may inadvertently provoke users into defending attitude-
consistent misperceptions. In other words, there may be conditions under which this strategy could backfire, undermining corrections rather than reinforcing them. Our goal here is to test whether real-time corrections are in fact more effective than corrections that are presented after a delay.

Rather than build a working prototype to test this claim, we construct an experiment that simulates users’ experience under different designs. We compare participants who are presented with an inaccurate statement and no correction to those who see a correction after a delay and to those see a message in which disputed information is highlighted and accompanied by a correction. Results indicate that although real-time corrections are sometimes better than delayed corrections, they are less effective when the correction poses a threat to individuals’ political attitudes. We argue that this raises significant concerns about the approach employed in a number of contemporary designs; however, we also suggest that there are strategies that can help alleviate this problem. We begin by reviewing the current design space.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED DESIGN WORK

Journalists and web developers have responded vigorously to the high profile of falsehoods circulating online. Snopes, one of the earliest web sites to address this issue, provides detailed assessments of many controversial or outrageous claims found online. News organizations have followed suit, offering fact-checking sites that focus more narrowly on newsworthy political misperceptions (e.g., FactCheck.org and PolitiFact). Most recently, some organizations have experimented with crowdsourcing as a means of fact checking the news (e.g., NewsTrust’s TruthSquad).

Researchers have taken up the challenge as well, looking for ways to stem the flow of misinformation online by creating technologies that can identify and, in some cases, correct inaccuracies. Not all of these systems concern political misperceptions, but the mechanisms they employ to enhance users’ understanding of the information environment are relevant. Computer scientists have developed systems capable of tracking short distinctive phrases, including rumors and misinformation, as they move across the Web, documenting how they evolve and mutate [28, 48]. Other researchers focus specifically on identifying deceptive messaging. Truthly, for example, is intended to spot social-media campaigns that are orchestrated by an individual or organization, but purported to be a spontaneous expression by a large group of independent individuals [42]. Another research team has focused on detecting deceptive “opinion spam”, favorable reviews written by individuals in exchange for compensation [40]. Videolyzer allows users to analyze online political videos and rate them in terms of accuracy and bias [11] and SRSR (pronounced “sourcer”) aims to help journalists identify trustworthy content amidst the flood of information produced by social media [10].

Another vein of research in this area involves creating systems that can enhance individuals’ understanding of a contentious issue by mapping relationships among competing claims and corresponding evidence using a mix of manual and automated processing [24, 45] (e.g., Debatepedia, DebateGraph, Cohere, considerate, and many others). Some of these systems have an explicitly evaluative component, and are intended to help users systematically review relevant data so that they might assess a claim or prediction [35] (e.g., Statement Map, Competing Hypotheses). Other systems are designed to facilitate citizens’ exposure to a diverse range of information and opinions. Prototypes strive to present readers with news articles containing multiple viewpoints [41], or to tailor news aggregators in order to encourage a diverse diet of opinions [34].

Finally, there are a handful of systems that attempt to correct online misinformation at the point of contact. Perhaps the most well known of these is Dispute Finder [13, 14]. The goal of this system is to highlight inaccurate phrases on a webpage as the page is displayed. It accomplishes this with a browser plug-in that executes a simple text entailment algorithm, comparing the content of page to be displayed to a cached database of previously identified falsehoods. The corpus of claims is constructed by crawling Snopes and Politifact and through manual additions by system users. The result is a tool that allows users easy access to fact-checking information from any webpage that includes one of the disputed claims. In 2009 and 2010, a commercial service with similar objectives was also being developed. Called DotSpots, the system allowed users to annotate text on one webpage and would automatically display the annotation on other pages containing similar text. Crowdsourced fact checking was not the sole goal of the system, but the company’s slogan “spot the truth, connect the dots!” suggests that this was a prominent consideration. This service, however, failed to achieve a critical mass of users, and development ended in late 2010. Nevertheless, interest in real-time corrections continues unabated, as exemplified most recently in Hypothes.is. Like its predecessors, the project aims to discourage the flow of inaccurate information, this time by creating a distributed platform for textual annotation paired with a reputation system intended to ensure the annotations are of high quality.

In sum, there is a growing collection of tools that can be used to identify, track, analyze, and potentially correct misinformation online, and several systems aim to present these corrections in real time. Which brings us to the question driving this research, namely, how effective is a real-time fact-checking approach? Research in psychology offers some insights into how we answer this question.
Political fact-checking psychology
Correcting misinformation as it is presented assumes that political learning is a simple operation, with individuals retaining information that is supported by facts and dismissing or rejecting unsupported claims and falsehoods. On this view, correcting a misperception is no different than learning about a change in a weather forecast: you were expecting sun, but now the forecast calls for rain. In this scenario, updating your beliefs is straightforward and unambiguous. You were not invested in the old forecast, the meteorologist has nothing to gain from lying, and the cost of being wrong is relatively low.

Political learning, however, is rarely so simple. There are important differences between a weather forecast and a contentious political issue such as climate change. In contrast to a forecast, people are more likely to have invested effort into reaching an opinion about climate change. Furthermore, experts making the claims—those with the data and the corresponding analytic tools—have a stake in what people believe, and the costs of being wrong about the issue are high. Given this, it should be unsurprising that people cautiously approach new information on contentious topics, especially information that runs counter to their beliefs. That people argue against counterattitudinal evidence while readily accepting proattitudinal evidence is undisputed [29, 31, 51]. Several different factors may contribute to this behavior. It could be at least partially an artifact of Bayesian learning, whereby the same information has different consequences for belief depending on the individual’s prior knowledge and confidence [7, 19]. But there is also compelling evidence of an affective component, whereby individuals are motivated to defend their position beyond the point of reason [43]. The result is that beliefs can diverge in response to corrections; in some extreme cases, individuals may even become more accepting of inaccurate information [39].

In short, there is significant evidence that people do not simply “learn” from fact-checking messages. Instead, individuals assess new information before storing it in memory, evaluating whether the evidence is sufficiently persuasive to merit updating their beliefs and adjusting the magnitude of the update based on both the strength of their prior convictions and of the novel evidence [54]. This is neither surprising nor fundamentally problematic—to unquestioningly accept every new claim encountered would be naïve—but the practice has important implications for how people respond to attempts to correct misperceptions. Specifically, it suggests that it may be most appropriate to view factual corrections as a form of persuasion or strategic communication [4]. After all, these messages are intended to convince the reader that they represent the truth and that claims to the contrary are false. This has important consequences for how we understand the response that corrective messages elicit.

There are some reasons to expect corrections presented at the time of exposure to perform better than those presented later, even if people yet counterattitudinal information. People are not “ambulatory encyclopedias”, memorizing every fact they encounter; instead they rely on shortcuts to arrive at their decisions [30]. One important shortcut involves maintaining easily recalled summary judgments of attitudes and beliefs, while discarding much of the evidence on which the judgments are based [3, 54]. If the evidence contained in a correction is convincing enough that recipients are compelled to accept it—even if it means that they only reject parts of the misinformation—then an immediate correction should reduce the risk of individuals updating stored attitudes based on a falsehood. On this view, flagging inaccuracies before they can sway attitude is potentially useful, and real-time corrections should generally outperform delayed corrections.

What, then, is the risk? The key question is whether a correction embedded in an inaccurate message generates more resistance than a correction presented at a later time. There are a few reasons to think that it could. First, real-time corrections may produce heightened counterargument. Corrections presented at the time of exposure are more confrontational because they draw attention to points of controversy, directly challenging claims that some readers are inclined to believe. This can create an affective response—e.g., anger and defensiveness at being told one’s views are based on lies—and can be more threatening to those inclined to believe the falsehood than are corrections not attached to specific claims. Research has shown that people generate more counterarguments to ego-threatening messages than non-threatening messages [26], and that such counterargument makes attitude-consistent evidence more accessible [6, 15, 39]. As a consequence, threat-inducing corrections are more likely to be overwhelmed by arguments in favor of a misperception than less threatening messages.

Second, correcting inaccuracies at the time of exposure could encourage users to question the credibility of the message. Real-time corrections explicitly pit two claims against one another: the misinformation and its correction. Forced to weigh these competing claims, individuals are likely to regard the attitude-consistent claims as more believable [29]. Furthermore, there is evidence that this tendency becomes stronger when the individual feels more threatened. Source derogation, for example asserting that a source is biased or that it lacks relevant expertise, is more prevalent when individuals feel their position is in jeopardy [26], and this reduces the likelihood that an individual will act in accordance with a corrective message [8].

In sum, although we do anticipate that real-time corrections should be more effective than delayed corrections overall, they may be less effective among those who are predisposed to believe the misinformation. For these individuals, corrections applied directly to an inaccurate
claim could induce greater counterargument and could lead the recipient to question the message’s credibility.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We conducted a between-participants experiment to examine how real-time delivery of fact checking information influences recipients’ subsequent beliefs compared to other strategies. The topic of the information presented in this study was electronic health records (EHRs), an issue that had received only modest news coverage at the time of data collection (May 2011). We utilized an opt-in online panel administered by Survey Sampling International to recruit a demographically diverse sample of U.S.-based participants (N = 574). The sample is 49% male, has an average age of 45.8 years (SD = 15.8), and is racially diverse (86.9% White, 6.8% Black, 6.3% other). Participants also had a range of party affiliations (25.4% Republican, 34.7% Democrat, 28.1% Independent, 11.9% other) and of ideologies (28.4% Liberal, 35.0% Moderate, 36.6% Conservative).

Procedure
The experiment compared participants’ beliefs across three conditions. In all conditions, we began by asking participants to tell us how much they knew about five contemporary policy issues, including electronic health records. Familiarity was measured on a seven-point scale, anchored by “unfamiliar with the issue” (coded as 1) and “know a great deal about the issue” (M = 4.2, SD = 1.7). We also asked participants to indicate their attitude toward the same five issues on a seven-point scale anchored by “extremely negative” (coded as 1) to “extremely positive” (M = 4.8, SD = 1.6).

Next, we asked participants to read a 443-word “news article” written by a journalist with guidance from the research team that provided a brief introduction to EHRs, describing the technology, its objectives, and current deployment levels. This information was gleaned from contemporary news stories and government sources, and was accurate to the best of our knowledge.1 Participants were required to spend at least one minute reading the story, though the average participant spent more than the minimum (M = 93s, SD = 51s).

Before presenting a correction, participants in the delayed-correction condition were asked to complete a three-minute image-comparison task. The directions stated that this would allow researchers to understand how the individual processes images, but its true function was to serve as a distractor task, clearing working memory prior to introducing the correction. Participants were presented with a pair of nearly identical images and had one minute to count observed differences before reporting their results (M = 4.58, SD = 2.17, range 0-11). Participants were then informed that there were in fact 13 differences and were encouraged to be as accurate as possible in subsequent comparisons. The comparison task was repeated twice more without feedback.

After completing the distractor task, participants were presented with a 378-word correction attributed to FactCheck.org, an award-winning non-partisan news service. The correction addressed each of the inaccuracies included in the previous message, noting for example that there are clear policies restricting access to patient health information to those involved in a patient’s care. Most participants spent more than the required minute reading this article (M = 105s, SD = 63s).

In the second condition, the immediate correction (n = 182), participants were presented with an annotated version of the “blog post” described above (see Figure 1). The directions explained that, “A third-party fact-checking service has reviewed this blog post and concluded that it contains factual errors. Inaccurate statements are italicized, enclosed in [square brackets] and displayed in red. Please see the fact-checking article at the bottom of this page for more detailed information.” All false information was marked in the body of the message accordingly. Below this, the fact-checking message used in the first condition was presented in its entirety. Participants were required to spend at least two minutes reading the corrected document, but most spent considerably longer (M = 181s, SD = 87s).

1 Stimuli are available from the first author upon request.
The visual flagging of false claims in this condition is similar, but not identical, to Dispute Finder’s interface. In Dispute Finder, the claim was highlighted in red; in this study it was printed in dark-red italicized text and enclosed in square brackets. We selected this presentation style to ensure that individuals could spot inaccuracies even if they were not easily able to see red highlighting. Also, Dispute Finder corrections appeared in a popup if the user clicked on the highlighted snippet; in contrast, corrections in this condition were always present at the bottom of the page. We know from prior online experiments that participants sometimes have difficulty managing popups, and we did not want this to be an obstacle to successful completion of the study.

In the control condition \((n = 201)\), participants were only presented with the inaccurate message during the study; the correction was presented after the study was complete, during debriefing.

The study concluded with a brief questionnaire, beginning with a series of standard psychological measures. One of these was a “memory tally”, which asked participants to list everything they learned about EHRs from the reading (up to ten items, \(M = 3.5, SD = 2.7\)). Next, participants were asked to indicate their feelings about each recalled item on a seven-point scale anchored by “extremely negative” (coded as 1) and “extremely positive”. We then counted the number of negative items (those scored below the scale midpoint) that came to mind (\(M = 1.3, SD = 1.7\)).

Accuracy was measured by asking participants to indicate how easy or difficult it will be for each of several groups (doctors, employers, government officials, hospital administrators, insurers, pharmaceutical companies, and medical staff—listed in random order) to access EHRs using a seven-point scale anchored by “very easy” (coded as 1) and “very difficult”. Responses most consistent with the fact-checking document would describe doctors and medical staff as having very easy access and everyone else as having very difficult access. Thus, the items corresponding to the first two groups were reverse coded and the seven items were summed to create an accuracy measure (\(\alpha = .75, M = 28.8, SD = 8.2, range 13-49\)).

Finally, the questionnaire asked participants to assess the credibility of the fact-checking message by answering three questions: “How successful was the fact checking article at discrediting the claim that Electronic Health Records will allow limitless access to patient health information?”, “How persuasive was the evidence given in the fact checking article that Electronic Health Records do not pose a privacy threat?”, and “How credible was the fact checking article’s presentation of information about Electronic Health Records?”. The questions used a seven-point response scale, with higher scores corresponding to higher credibility (\(\alpha = .88, M = 14.3, SD = 4.5\)).

Results
First we confirm that corrections can be effective, even on politically charged topics. Results indicate that individuals exposed to a fact-checking message hold more accurate beliefs than those who are not exposed. To see this, we constructed a linear regression model predicting belief accuracy by condition, treating the control as the reference category. Four cases in which the participant did not answer all the belief questions are omitted, leaving an \(n = 570\). Interpreting model coefficients (not shown, but see Figure 2), we find that compared to the control condition participants in both the delayed-correction condition (\(diff = 3.3\) points, \(p < .001\)) and immediate-correction condition (\(diff = 5.2\) points, \(p < .001\)) score significantly higher on the accuracy measure. This establishes that these beliefs, which are colored by political interests, can change in light of new information.

We also posit that immediate corrections are more effective than corrections presented after a delay, as implicitly assumed by many designers who have embraced the real-time approach. The data support this prediction as well. Visually, we see that the bar representing beliefs in the immediate-correction condition is taller than that of the delayed-correction condition. A Wald test confirms that this difference is significant. The coefficient on the immediate-correction condition is significantly larger than that of the delayed correction, \(F(1, 567) = 5.31, p < .05\).

Recall, however, that we also anticipated real-time corrections having some harmful effects. More important than the modest improvements in accuracy associated with an immediate correction is the possibility that this approach might amplify the influence of attitude-based bias. The data suggest that this is the case. Adding interaction terms between condition and participants’ issue favorability (mean centered) to the previously described regression allows us to test these relationships (see Table 1).

As one would expect, an individual’s attitude toward Electronic Health Records prior to viewing the stimuli has a strong main effect on accuracy: the more (less) positively
the individual feels about the issue, the more (less) accurate his or her beliefs. When misinformation is corrected immediately, this difference is more pronounced: correcting misinformation at the time of exposure is more effective for issue supporters, but less effective among opponents. There is, however, no evidence that issue favorability has a moderating effect in the delayed correction: the correction’s influence is the same regardless of the participants’ issue favorability. Figure 3 illustrates these relationships, highlighting the fact that the effectiveness of a real-time correction is due to its performance among those most inclined to reject the misinformation. Among those who oppose EHRs, the effect of the immediate correction on beliefs is statistically comparable to no correction at all.

Table 1. Linear regression predicting belief accuracy. Note \( N = 570, R^2 = 0.14, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 \) Favorability is mean-centered. (*) Misinformation-only condition is reference category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delayed correction a</td>
<td>3.50***</td>
<td>(0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate correction a</td>
<td>5.24***</td>
<td>(0.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue favorability</td>
<td>0.99**</td>
<td>(0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed * favorability</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>(0.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate * favorability</td>
<td>1.07*</td>
<td>(0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>25.92***</td>
<td>(0.55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Predicting belief accuracy by issue favorability for each condition based on linear regression coefficients.

Table 2. Linear regression predicting message credibility. Note \( N = 372, R^2 = 0.17, * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001 \) Favorability is mean-centered. (*) Delay is reference category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediate correction a</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>(0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue favorability</td>
<td>0.85***</td>
<td>(0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate * favorability</td>
<td>0.57*</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>13.94***</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we considered whether issue favorability influenced belief accuracy indirectly by shaping participants’ trust of the corrective message. A mediation test using boot-strapped confidence intervals confirms this, demonstrating that the influence of issue favorability on belief accuracy is mediated by the perceived credibility of the message [21]. This holds when the correction is immediate, with a 95% confidence interval for the mediated effect between .94 and 1.97; and when it is delayed, with a
DISCUSSION

Despite the obvious appeal of providing immediate corrections to false information online, this approach has some negative consequences that need to be addressed. Annotating a misleading message by highlighting inaccuracies and embedding fact-checking information accentuates individuals’ tendency to view these corrections through an attitudinally biased lens. We should be careful not to exaggerate the significance of this behavior: real-time corrections are often as effective as traditional post-exposure correction strategies. The problem is that these techniques actually increase resistance to the correction among those whose attitudes are most strongly supported by the misperception. Thus, for example we would anticipate that systems like Dispute Finder would do little to change the beliefs of the roughly one in six Americans who, despite exhaustive news coverage and fact checking, continue to question whether President Obama was born in the U.S. [2] or whether vaccines are safe [20]. New approaches may be required when designing automated systems to promote more accurate beliefs among those whose prior attitudes leave them predisposed to hold a misperception.

Implications for Practice

We believe that the key theoretical insight for guiding future design work is our argument that people respond to fact-checking messages in ways that are comparable to their response to propaganda and persuasion. Indeed, critics at both ends of the political spectrum have labeled fact checking organizations as partisan [22, 53]. This comparison implies a more complicated view of political learning than assumed in prior design work, but it also suggests a variety of strategies from which system builders may be able to learn. Scholars who study health-behavior modification campaigns (e.g., anti-smoking campaigns) and those who work in science communication (e.g., efforts to increase public understanding of global climate change) have been grappling with similar challenges for a long time, and some of the approaches they have developed may translate. We highlight a few strategies that we believe are particularly promising.

Recommendation 1. One strategy focuses on the source of the correction. It is hardly surprising that individuals trust some sources more than others [33], and that trust in expertise varies significantly based on the attributes of both the expert and the individuals [5, 37]. For example, independent experts are generally more influential than industry representatives, but there are many individuals who tend to distrust both groups. Research suggests that likeable sources and sources that share characteristics with the message recipient are less prone to derogation [8]. Criticisms from unexpected sources are also uniquely persuasive, as when a politician criticizes one of his or her ideological allies [1].

This suggests that users may be more willing to accept corrective messages from sources that are ideologically similar, or that they choose for themselves. To accomplish the former, a system might offer corrective messages derived from and attributed to frequently used sources, or sources that the user regularly recommends to others (via Facebook Likes or Tweets, for example). Alternatively, designers might allow users to explicitly tailor which sources they trust does not mean giving up on the opportunity to opt in to one or more of these differing collections could be beneficial.

A question raised by this approach is who decides what the truth is. The political world is complex, and there are legitimate alternative interpretations of many situations. At the same time, however, there are instances when the preponderance of evidence supports one factual claim over another (e.g., President Obama was born in the U.S.; the 9/11 attacks were not a Bush-administration conspiracy). Fortunately, experts who disagree with one another ideologically often agree about the facts, though they may differ in how they present them. Thus, allowing users to select which sources they trust does not mean giving up on the question of truth. Furthermore, although there is a risk that individuals might seek out “fact-checking” sources that affirm information consistent with their ideological beliefs without regard to the evidence, while avoiding other sources, there is growing evidence that such an aversion is relatively rare [17] and a competitive media environment can help to guard against outlet bias by penalizing the reputation of sources that are consistently inaccurate [18].

Recommendation 2. Another strategy concerns how the message is framed. For example, a correction might highlight the risks associated with holding a misperception,
the benefits of a more accurate belief, the moral obligation to weigh the evidence fairly, etc. Different frames have been shown to resonate with different audiences, and the better aligned the frame is with the recipients’ ideology, the more likely the message is to be accepted [32]. For example, conservatives tend to be uniquely responsive to information framed in terms of loss, while liberals respond better to benefit frames [27]. The power of how a correction is framed should not be underestimated: some research suggests that the influence of factual content is almost entirely eclipsed by its framing. Experimental studies have shown that compared to how a message is framed, factual information has comparatively little sway on opinion formation and is more prone to being viewed as biased [12].

A fact-checking system might tailor its presentation of corrections by combining user profiles, algorithms for guessing frame preferences based on these profiles, and databases of corrections framed in a variety of ways. For example, users who consistently consume a diverse mix of ideologically oriented outlets might be uniquely responsive to a message framed in terms of the need to weigh competing evidence. Individuals who have been identified as having a high risk aversion, either through self-reports or, more likely, implicit behavior measures, would instead see corrections that emphasize the risks associated with inaccurate beliefs on the topic.

It would be crucial in such a system, however, to ensure that the factual information is consistent across the various frames lest it become a propaganda tool. Furthermore, the creation of such a system poses considerable threat to user privacy. Although many search services use behavior logs to inform future results, implementing this recommendation requires careful consideration. It could, for example, be problematic to maintain a remote database of user frame-preference profiles without a mechanism for protecting the identity of those users lest the information be abused. Framing strategies are also a double-edged sword: the system imagined here could also be uniquely effective for introducing inaccuracies. Despite these risks, this approach could yield significant benefits. If we can present accurate information in ways that allow individuals to be more receptive to it while protecting user privacy and guarding against system abuse, we may be able to significantly reduce misperceptions.

Recommendation 3. The last strategy is suggested by our growing understanding of the psychological mechanisms that motivate biased processing. As noted in our initial theorizing, ego-threats have been shown to promote counterargument and source derogation. Other work has shown that self-affirmation—such as reflecting on one’s positive attributes—prior to exposure to a counterattitudinal message can work in the opposite direction and reduce bias [9, 52]. Furthermore, inducing positive feelings toward the self is relatively straightforward [36]. This suggests that fact-checking systems may be more effective if corrections are timed to follow self-affirming experiences, either naturally occurring or purposefully constructed.

Fact-checking systems could monitor user-behavior, delivering corrective information after individuals have consumed content that is self-affirming, such as news stories that reinforce their political values, personal beliefs, or personal contributions to the world. Alternatively, these systems could couch the corrections in a positive message, for example acknowledging the sources that user has already consulted and complimenting the user’s prior efforts to consider alternative perspectives.

It is important that the system not be perceived as manipulative or patronizing. Instead, the affirmation should be a legitimate positive experience that can help to counteract the unease that typically accompanies being corrected. It should be noted, however, that recent experimental work has raised questions about this approach. A series of studies found that although self-affirmation led participants to express more accurate beliefs, it did not augment the effects of corrective information: accuracy improvements occurred regardless of whether a correction was presented or not [38]. Nevertheless, given the somewhat inconsistent evidence on this topic, more research is merited.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, these results are based on a single exposure to a correction. It is possible that the effects may be more promising when users are presented with a regular stream of factual corrections, as research has shown that partisan biases do exhibit a tipping-point effect, whereby new information eventually overcomes prior predispositions [44]. Such a study could be accomplished in the lab, with an information board design providing repeated exposures over an extended period, or in the wild, through user studies (we return to this idea below).

Second, the study was conducted in the context of a single issue: electronic health records. Although the misinformation was designed to elicit negative reactions from across the political spectrum (e.g., concerns about big government for conservatives and about big business for liberals), Democrats were initially more favorable to the issue than Republicans, 5.2 versus 4.4, t (434) = 5.3, p < .001. Thus, it is possible that the effects seen here are limited to a particular demographic group. More research is needed, but we believe that the problems demonstrated are likely to apply across party lines, as shown in other research [39].

Third, differences between the immediate and delayed corrections could be due (at least in part) to the distractor task itself, which was only present in the latter condition. The distractor could have two possible effects. It could increase cognitive load of the task, which would artificially
reduce participants’ performance in the delayed condition. If this were the case, however, it would only strengthen our findings: including a distractor in both conditions would increase the relative advantage of the delayed correction over the immediate correction. The other possible effect is grounded in participants’ performance on the distractor task. Participants who did well on the task, correctly identifying the number of differences between the pictures shown in the first image pair, might experience a boost in self-confidence, akin to the self-affirmation manipulations described above, and this could lead them to be more receptive to corrections. The data, however, do not support this interpretation: the correlation between the accuracy of identified differences in the distractor and the accuracy of factual beliefs was non-significant (and very small).

Fourth, it is plausible that the immediate-correction condition, in which misinformation and its rebuttal are presented simultaneously, could influence how corrections are encoded by encouraging participants to move back and forth between the two types of content. This could have one of two consequences. On one hand, the effort invested in encoding the information might lead to better memory and more robust long-terms effects of the immediate correction despite the somewhat discouraging short-term effects. On the other hand, presenting a claim and counter-claim side-by-side could prompt more effortful processing, especially among those invested in the original claim. Recent work in social psychology suggests that the more effort required to understand a statement, the less likely it is to be believed [46]. Thus, if the immediate correction produces more effortful processing than the delayed correction, it will be less persuasive. This study did not capture participants’ scrolling behavior, so we cannot rule this possibility out entirely. We did, however, collect timing data. If we assume that effortful cross-content comparison is time consuming, then the preceding arguments suggest that the cumulative time participants spent on misinformation and its correction should differ by condition. Instead, we find that total viewing time in the immediate and delayed conditions is not statistically different (immediate = 182s, delayed = 191s, p = .07).

Hence, there is no evidence that the effort participants’ exerted to process the messages differed across conditions.

Finally, it is possible that these results are specific to the visual presentation style employed here. This seems unlikely: we can think of no theoretical reason to expect pop-ups to be more trusted or less threatening than on-screen corrections, or for red highlighting to induce less bias than red italicized text. Nevertheless, this is an empirical question that would be effectively answered with a subsequent study.

We believe that we offer reasonable evidence against each of the rival explanation identified here. Nevertheless, a real-world test of competing designs could provide useful additional evidence. Comparing the belief accuracy of individuals using a system that provides immediate corrections (perhaps built on top of the foundation offered by Dispute Finder, or promised by Hypothes.is) to one that presents a cumulative summary of corrective information after a delay would be informative. Such a test could be conducted over a period of weeks or months, shedding light on long-term dynamics. This approach would also offer greater ecological validity, helping to ensure that the effects are not a product of the experimental design.

CONCLUSION

Fostering a better informed citizenry is an admirable goal with many potential benefits, including better policy decisions, better health choices, and more. Using computer software to augment humans’ ability to sift through the vast stores of online information, distinguishing fact from fiction, is a potentially crucial tool for accomplishing this. People do not have time to systematically evaluate every claim they encounter, and the value of helping them achieve an understanding that reflects the best evidence on any issue is undisputed. This paper demonstrates, however, that the complexity of building software is only part of the challenge.

Providing factual information is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for facilitating learning, especially around contentious issues and disputed facts. As highlighted by this study, individuals are influenced by a variety of biases that can lead them to reject carefully documented evidence, and correcting misinformation at its source can actually augment the effects of these biases. Our goal is not to discourage future work in this area, but to suggest a variety of correction-presentation strategies the designers might use to help overcome these biases.
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